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in: Exandria, Material Plane, Local Edit Comments Share Fan made a speculative map of Exandria, West Haberlein. A fan made the speculative world of Exandria, West Haberlein. View the interactive globe here. Exandria is the world title, where most of the events in the critical role take place. [1] Exandria exists in the Material Plane[2], although it has
connections to other planes of existence, such as elementary planes protected by astafio. The story [edit source] → Main article: History of Exandria. Since the gods first came to Exandria, four different ages in the world have passed: the founder, the Arcanum age, the disaster, and the differences. Events of a critical role take place in the fourth century. [3]
For Exandrian history time, as is now known with dates, see the Article Time line. Calendar[edit source] → Basic article: Exandria calendar. Exandrian year lasts 328 days in 11 months. Each day is 24 hours long and 7 days of the week is named Miresen, Grissen, Whelsen, Conthsen, Folsen, Yulisen and Da'leysen. Geographical characteristics[edit source]
Continents [edit/edit source] Fan provided a detailed map of Tal'dorei and Wildemount, West Haberlein. Tal'Dorei → Main article : Tal'Dorei (continent). The northern continent[4], which includes the Republic of Tal'Dorei, as well as the Fortress of Singorno, Krahommer Nykšten, the state of the White Stone City and, far south, the Tz'arrm Hobgoblin Empire.
Issylra → Main article – Issylra. The mainland to the north-west of Tal'Dorei, where the Othanzia region is located, [5], where Vasselheim and Pyrah are located. Marquet → Main article: Marquet. On the southern continent, made up of approximately 30 % of the mountains[6] and 70 % of the desert regions[7], there are some bastions of civilization that can be
found without Ank'Harel. Broken teeth → Main article: Broken teeth. Not technically a continent, this forty-three island archipelago is southeast of Tal'Dorei, behind a fog bank called Fool's Curtain. [8] Wildemount → Main Article: Wildemount. Located east of Tal'Dorei, this continent is a trade-oriented Clovis Concord west along the Menagerie coast, an austere
Dwendalian empire through West Wynandir, and the secretive Kryn Dynasty in East Wynandir. Oceans [edit source] Frigid Deep Lucidian Ocean Ozmit Sea Underdark [edit source] → Main article: Underdark. Underdark is an underground territory in the world of Exandria. In a dark and hostile place, Underdark is almost a world to itself, with civilizations,
monsters, politics, economics, and threats that can only interact sporadically or indirectly with the surface of the world. [9] First of all, Underdark has significant links with the Far Spheres, from which many deviations occur. [edit | edit source] has two moons,[10][1][11] named Catha and Ruidus. [12] Catha[edit | edit source] Catha is similar to earth's moon,
although it is closer to Exandria and looks higher in the sky. [11] He has a 33-day cycle during which he waxes and disappears. [13] Ruidus [edit | edit source] Ruidus looks smaller in exandria sky due to the further distance from the planet, while its reddish-purple, maroon-brown color contributes to the dimer glow. [11] Lycanthropy is quite unaffected by this
moon compared to closer to the moon. [14] It has a very slow orbit, taking all year (328 days) of revolution, and is visible for about half a year. [15] Myths and rumors about Ruidus abound. Some believe that this would either be pre-created when the elements themselves were consuming all exandria. Others believe that at first it did not initially exist, but was a
traitor to the creation of the Gods, and there was some sort of long-lasting mysterious plot that was cut short at the end of the disaster. [16] Exandria is a standard belief in various cultures that she is the subject of bad omen. Languages [edit source] Exandria speaks many different languages. Common is the most widely spoken among humanoids, although
most races also have their own language. Links [edit source] Art: External links[edit | edit source] Interactive speculative Exandria globe map Globe Exandria Material Plane Local Community Content is available in cc-by-SA unless otherwise stated. in: Continents Exandria, Exandria, Local Edit Comments Share Kingdom, and later Republic, see Tal'Dorei
(Republic). Official map of Tal'Dorei, by Andrew Law. Tal'Dorei is the name that people use for the entire continent in which the kingdom of Tal'Dorei belongs, although it is purely human confession- [1] The name of the elves on the continent is Gwessar, which stands for joy areas. [2] Notable locations [edit | edit source] Byroden: Birthplace of Vax'ildan and
Vex'ahlia. Emberhold: Duergar Fortress through Underdark. Fort Daxio: Located on the western side of the Cliffkeep Mountains, north of Emon and Kraghammer. Jovatthon: Invisible Flying City State Cloud Giants and Seven Scepter Council site. Yotunborg: Fortress city frost giants, located somewhere in Neverfields. [3] Skyanchor Citadel: A fortress of stone
giants, hidden somewhere deep in the Mountains of the Alabaster Sierras. [3] Stilben: A small town in Tal'Dorei, where Vox Machina met. Tz'arrm: Capital of the Iron Service, the kingdom of Hobgoblin on the southern tip of the island. Vulkanon: Fire the giant heart of the city state and their civilization. It is located in magma tunnels below the Cliffkeep
Mountains[3] Yug'Voril: Illithid town of Underdark and Clarota. Emon[edit | edit source] → Main article: Emon. The capital of Tal'Dorei; Vox Machina, Shaun Gilmore and Allura Vysoren; greyskull Keep (former Vox Machina house) and the original Gilmore glorious merchandise. Kymal[edit | edit source] → Main article: Kymal. Kaylie's hometown; refugees from
the Lame Conclave attack on Westruun. Westruun[edit | edit source] → Main article: Westruun. The location of the cobalt reserve, a collection of some of the oldest known records of civilization; home under development second to Gilmore's Glorious Merchandise Store (before Chroma Conclave attacked). Whitestone[edit | edit source] → Main article:
Whitestone. A sovereign city state far north-east; Rolo family home; briarwoods and later freed Vox Machina. Currently their operating base. Kraghammer[edit | edit source] → Main article: Kraghammer. Underground citadel of dwarfs; the primary source of mitral; home of the Arkansas House Thunderbrand. Syngorn[edit | edit source] → Main article: Syngorn.
Elf; Vax'ildan and Vex'ahlia's father and cousin's house; defensively disappeared into Feywild after Chroma Conclave attacked Tal'Dorei. Lyrengorn[edit | edit source] → Main article: Lyrengorn. Independent and neutral urban state of wild/wood elves in the far north. It is located on the southern outskirts of Neverfields, an icy wasteland on the northernmost
edges of the Tal'Dorei mainland. Terrah[edit/edit source] → Basic article: Terrah. Land ashari home, located in a bowl-like valley in the center of the Cliffkeep Mountains north of Kraghammer. Zephrah[edit | edit source] → Main article: Zephrah. Air Ashari at home portal between elemental airplane air and Exandria material plane. Zephrah is at the very top of
summit peaks mountain that falls to a cliff on both sides. Links [edit source] Art: Exandria Exandria continents of local community content is available in cc-by-SA unless otherwise stated. This map of Tal'Dorei charts the continent's lands in the most extensive way to explore Vox Machina in our first campaign, lovingly created by our friend and Critter Deven
Rue (@DevenRue), cartographer extraordinary. The map is 60.96 cm × 60.96 cm (which means it fits the standard size frame) and is printed on old paper stock. This map of Tal'Dorei charts the continent's lands in the most extensive way to explore Vox Machina in our first campaign, lovingly created by our friend and Critter Deven Rue (@DevenRue),
cartographer extraordinary. The map is 24×24 (which means it is suitable for a standard size frame) and is printed on old paper stock. Page 2i.redd.it/2k3nar... 2i.redd.it/2k3nar...
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